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Photoexcitation of zinc porphyrin-bridge-naphthalenediimide (ZP-B-NI) dyads,1 and2, generated the
short- and long-distance charge-separated (CS) states, [ZP•+-B-NI•-], through the intramolecular electron-
transfer from excited ZP to NI in solvents of various polarity. The energy level of [ZP•+-B-NI•-] was
either higher (in benzene and 1,4-dioxane) or lower (in solvents of higher polarity) than that of3ZP*-B-NI.
When generated in the singlet spin state, the short-distance CS state derived from1 rapidly (109-1010 s-1)
decayed through the charge recombination (CR) leading to the ground state. On the other hand, when generated
from the triplet excited state of1, the decay of the CS state was much slower and showed magnetic field
effects attributable to the level-crossing mechanism. For the long-distance CS state derived from2, the decay
dynamics and its magnetic field dependence exhibited quite different features. To examine the effects of a
neighboring additional radical on the decay dynamics of these CS states, three-spin CS states [ZP•+-B-
NI•--R•] were generated from1R• and2R•, in which 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinoxy radical (R•) was
connected to the NI part in1 and2, respectively. The decay rate of [ZP•+-B-NI•--R•] derived from1R •
was much faster than that of [ZP•+-B-NI•-] derived from1. For the CS state generated from2R•, the initial
decay could be retarded compared to the CS state from2 through the equilibration between the doublet and
quartet spin states. The observed effects of R• on the decay processes of the CS states are attributed to the
alteration of the energy gap between the states with different spin multiplicities and to the efficient conversion
between the doublet and quartet spin states induced by the dipole-dipole interaction between NI•- and R•.

1. Introduction

Photoinduced charge separation processes of donor-bridge-
acceptor (D-B-A) systems have been extensively investigated
as mimicry of the initial event occurring in the photosynthetic
reaction center. Enormous efforts have been made toward
efficient formation of long-lived charge-separated (CS) states.
The most commonly used strategy is multistep electron-transfer
(ET) in arrays of donors and acceptors, in which the opposite
charges are separated farther and farther through the sequential
electron (or hole) migration processes.1-4 Effects of molecular
conformation and bridge structures on intramolecular ET rates
have also attracted attentions.5,6 In most cases studied so far,
the initial charge separation takes place from the singlet excited
state of D (or A) to give the intramolecular radical ion-pair,
[D•+-B-A•-], in the singlet (|S〉) spin state. Within the lifetime
of this intermediate or during the subsequent processes such as
charge shift reactions, the spin state of the pair is evolved to
generate population of the triplet (|T〉) state through the|S〉 T
|T〉 conversion induced by various magnetic interactions.7,8 In
multistep ET processes, variation in separation distance between
D•+ and A•- alters not only the rates of the charge recombination
(CR) processes but also the magnitude of the exchange
interaction (J). The J value is one of the important quantities
governing the efficiencies of the spin conversion processes,7-10

although its magnitude is usually much smaller (typically|J| e

10-2 kJ mol-1) than the thermal energy at an ambient temper-
ature. As long as the CR reactions take place obeying the spin
conservation rule, the decay dynamics of the CS states can be
largely influenced by the|S〉 T |T〉 conversion rates. Under-
standing the spin dynamics of the CS states is indispensable to
clarify the dynamic aspects of their formation and decay
processes. For several CS states, indeed, the decay curves
exhibited biphasic nature due to the interconversion of the|S〉
and|T〉 states and/or affected by external magnetic fields.11 So
far, however, studies focused on effects of the spin multiplicity
in the ET reactions have been quite limited.10-14 Spin dynamics
of radical ion-pair states generated via photoinduced charge
separation have also been investigated by means of time-
resolved EPR techniques,15-17 although, in many of these
studies, photoexcitation has been carried out in rigid matrixes
or liquid crystals not in fluid solution.

Recently, we reported that the presence of an additional
radical in the proximity of either D•+ or A•- largely accelerates
the spin conversion of the CS state, and that the lifetime of the
CS state was increased by such enhancement of the spin
conversion.18aFurthermore, the effects of neighboring unpaired
electron(s) were also observed on the product yields or decay
rates for ion-pairs19 and chain-linked biradicals.20 It is expected
that the presence of an additional radical can influence the decay
dynamics of various type of CS states, and such spin effects
can be utilized as a unique approach toward formation of long-
lived CS states.

In the present study, we demonstrate that the spin chemical
approach can be applied to increase in the lifetime of CS states
formed from the photosynthetic models, and we discuss the
relationship between the spin-spin interactions for each pair
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of radicals and the characteristic features of the spin effects on
the decay dynamics of the CS states. D-B-A compounds1
and 2 (Chart 1) were used to generate the short- and long-
distance two-spin CS states, respectively. As the precursors of
the three-spin CS states,1R• and 2R• were used, in which
2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinoxy (TEMPO) radical was con-
nected to the NI part. We have investigated the decay dynamics
and their magnetic field dependence for the CS states derived
from these precursors by means of a nano-second laser flash
photolysis technique. The major findings are as follows: (i)
Large differences in the decay processes were observed between
the short- and long-distance CS states not only due to the change

in CR rate but also through the alteration of the spin dynamics.
(ii) Despite such differences, the presence of the additional
radical (R•) affected the decay dynamics of the CS states by
the same mechanism for both1R• and2R•. (iii) By addition of
R•, retardation of the initial decay can be achieved for the CS
state derived from the singlet excited state of2 through
enhancement of the spin conversion efficiency.

2. Results

2.1. Photoinduced Charge Separation.Photophysical prop-
erties of1, 1R•, 2, and2R• were examined by steady-state UV-
vis and fluorescence spectroscopy in solvents of various polarity
such as benzene, THF, and MeCN. The visible absorption
spectra of these dyads showed the Q-bands characteristic for
zinc porphyrins at 595 and 555 nm (εmax≈ 2 × 104 M-1 cm-1).
No significant difference from the absorption spectrum of zinc
5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-methyl-phenyl)-21H,23H-porphinate
[Zn(ttp)] was observed for1, 1R•, 2, and 2R•. Although
TEMPO radical exhibits a broad absorption band at 400-530
nm, its intensity is much lower than that of the Q-band of
Zn(ttp). Thus, irradiation of1, 1R•, 2, and 2R• with long
wavelength light (λ > 500 nm) selectively excites the ZP part
to generate its lowest excited singlet state (1ZP*).

The fluorescence spectra of1, 1R•, 2, and2R• showed the
same shape and maximum wavelengths (∼600 and 650 nm) as
those of Zn(ttp), and no other emission band was observed. Each
of their singlet excitation energies (ES) was determined to be
198-200 kJ mol-1 from the 0,0 band of each fluorescence
spectrum. Table 1 summarizes theES values and the fluores-
cence quantum yields relative to that of Zn(ttp),ΦFL /Φ0

FL. The
fluorescence from1ZP* was strongly quenched in these dyads,
suggesting that intramolecular ET from1ZP* to NI took place
to give the charge-separated (CS) state, [ZP•+-B-NI•-(-R•)].
Such intramolecular ET reactions have been reported for a
number of zinc porphyrin-diimide systems.6,21,22

Formation of the CS state was unequivocally revealed by
transient absorption spectroscopy. Figure 1 shows the absor-
bance change observed upon excitation of2 with a 532 nm laser
pulse in benzene. The spectrum recorded at 12-32 ns after
excitation (solid line) exhibited positive peaks at 470 and 605
nm and a negative one at 550 nm. The positive peaks were
assigned to the absorption bands of NI•- in the CS state, on the
basis of comparison with the absorption spectrum of the radical

TABLE 1: Singlet Excitation Energies (ES), Fluorescence Quantum Yields Relative to that of Zn(ttp) (ΦFL/Φ0
FL), Efficiencies

(ΦS
CS or ΦD

CS) and Rate Constants (kS
CR) of CS, and Free Energy Changes Accompanying CS from1ZP* (∆GS

CS), CS from
3ZP* (∆GT

CS), and CR Leading to the Ground State (∆GS
CR) for 1, 1R•, 2, and 2R• in Various Solvents at 293 K

1 (or 1R•) 2 (or 2R•)

solvent εa ES
b ΦFL/Φ0

FL
c ΦS

CS
c,d kS

CS
e ∆GS

CS
f ∆GT

CS
f ∆GS

CR
f ΦFL/Φ0

FL
c ΦS

CS
c,d kS

CS
e ∆GS

CS
f,g ∆GT

CS
f,g ∆GS

CR
f,g

benzene 2.282 200 0.075 0.93 6.2 < 0 > 0 NAh 0.089 0.91 5.1 < 0 > 0 NAh

0.058 0.7 0.065 0.7
dioxane 2.219 199 0.095 0.91 5.4 < 0 > 0 NAh 0.14 0.86 3.5 < 0 > 0 NAh

0.066 0.7 0.11 0.7
PenOAc 4.79 199 0.076 0.92 6.9e -49 e 0 g -150 0.089 0.91 5.8 < -49 < 0 > -150

0.066 0.8 0.086 0.9
THF 7.52 199 0.069 0.93 7.7 -55 -6 -144 0.085 0.92 6.1 -62 -13 -137

0.079 0.9 0.075 0.9 (-36) (+13)
PrCN 24.83 199 0.084 0.92 6.2 -76 -27 -123 0.084 0.92 6.2 -85 -36 -114

0.074 0.8 0.084 0.9 (-57) (-8)
MeCN 36.64 198 0.12 0.88 4.1 -78 -30 -120 NAi NA i 4.6j -87 -39 -111

0.11 0.8 0.11 e 0.9 (-59) (-11)

a Relative dielectric constant of the solvent at 293 K. ref 74.b Unit: kJ mol-1. Calculated from eq 1 with the use ofτ0 value of 2.0 ns for benzene
or 1.75 ns for the other solvents.c Upper: for1 or 2; lower for 1R• or 2R•. d Estimated from eq 2a or 2b.e Unit: 109 s-1. f Unit: kJ mol-1. g The
values in the parentheses are the free energy changes for ET from ZP* to B2. h Not available. Only the possible range was determined to be-200
< ∆GS

CR < -150 kJ mol-1. i Not available because of low solubility.j Based on theΦFL/Φ0
FL values of2R•.

CHART 1
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anion ofN,N′-dihexylnaphthalene-1,8:4,5-tetracarboxydiimide
(C6NI•-) measured in MeCN [λmax ) 473 (ε ) 3.4× 104 M-1

cm-1), 515 (sh), 590 (sh), and 607 nm (ε ) 8.9 × 103)]. The
negative peak is due to the depletion of the ground state of ZP.
The absorption spectrum of radical cation of zinc 5,10,15,20-
tetraphenyl-21H,23H-porphinate [Zn(tpp)•+] measured in CH2-
Cl223 or MeCN shows very broad absorption in 500-750 nm
and an intense absorption band at 406 nm. Although no
absorption band assignable to ZP•+ was distinguished in the
transient spectrum shown in Figure 1, its absorption should have
some contribution to the positive absorbance change in 600-
750 and 440-480 nm. As shown by the dotted line in Figure
1, the spectrum recorded att > 200 ns exhibited a broad

absorption band at 470 nm, which did not substantially decay
within the monitored time window (t < 950 ns). This long-
lived component was assigned to the T-T absorption of3ZP*.24

For the other dyads, the transient absorption bands assignable
to the CS states were also observed. Thus, it has been clearly
demonstrated that irradiation of dyads1, 1R•, 2, and 2R•
generated the CS states through intramolecular ET from1ZP*
to NI. The photochemical reaction pathways are shown in
Scheme 1. Here,|D′〉, |D〉, and |Q〉 are [ZP•+-B-NI•--R•]
with different spin states, as shown in Appendix.

In the cases of1 and2, we can assume that the fluorescence
quenching takes place exclusively through charge separation
(CS) (processb in Scheme 1a,b), because the energy transfer
from 1ZP* to NI is thermodynamically unfavorable, and because
neither1 nor 2 contains any heavy atom which could enhance
the intersystem crossing (ISC) to the3ZP* state (processc).
The rate constant of CS (kS

CS) can be estimated by

whereτ0
-1 () kFL + knr + kISC) is the decay rate of1ZP* through

the processes other than CS (fluorescence emission, nonradiative
decay, and ISC). The reported fluorescence lifetime of Zn(ttp)
(2.0 ns in toluene; 1.75 ns in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO))24b

was used asτ0. As shown in Table 1, thekS
CS values were in

a range of (4-8) × 109 s-1 and almost independent of the
solvent polarity. Such insensitivity of the photoinduced CS rate
to the solvent polarity has been reported for several D-B-A
compounds.18a,25

SCHEME 1: Photochemical Reaction Pathways of (a) 1 and 2 in Nonpolar Solvents, (b) 1 and 2 in Polar Solvents, (c)
1R• and 2R• in Nonpolar Solvents, and (d) 1R• and 2R• in Polar Solventsa

a Intermediate [ZP•+-B2
•--NI(-R•)] is omitted for clarity. in (c) and (d),|D′〉 and |D〉 stand for the doublet CS state,2[ZP•+-B-NI•--R•],

whereas|Q〉 for the quartet one,4[ZP•+-B-NI•-R•]. The arrows andk’s represent the following processes and their rates:a anda′: fluorescence
(kFL), nonradiative deactivation (knr), and radical-induced decay (kR

nr) of 1ZP*; b: ET from 1ZP* to NI; c andc′: intersystem crossing (ISC) from
1ZP* to 3ZP* (kISC) and enhanced ISC by R• (kR

ISC); d: charge recombination (CR) to give the ground state;e: |S〉 T |T〉 conversion;e′ ande′′:
|D〉 T |Q〉 and |D′〉 T |D〉 conversions;f: CR to give3ZP*; g: ET from 3ZP* to NI; h: SOC-induced CR to give the ground state.

Figure 1. Transient absorption spectra measured upon excitation of2
with a 532 nm laser pulse in deaerated benzene at 293 K. The solid
and dotted lines denote the spectra acquired in time windows of 12-
32 and 200-800 ns after excitation, respectively.

kS
CS ) τ0

-1 (Φ0
FL/ΦFL - 1) (1)
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The quantum yield of CS in the singlet manifold (ΦS
CS) for

1 and2 is equal to the efficiency of the fluorescence quenching
(Φq), as represented by eq 2a

The kS
CS values for1R• and 2R• can be assumed to be the

same as the corresponding values for1 and2, respectively, and
the decreases inΦFL(1R• or 2R•) from ΦFL(1 or 2) may be
caused by nonradiative processes due to R•.26 Thus, the quantum
yield for formation of the CS state with a total spin multiplicity
of doublet (ΦD

CS) can be expressed by eq 2b

As shown in Table 1, theΦD
CS values of1R• and 2R• in

benzene and dioxane were somewhat lower than theΦS
CSvalues

of 1 and2, respectively. The energy transfer from1ZP* to R•
by the Förster mechanism might contribute to the fluorescence
quenching to some extent in these solvents.26 The efficiency of
this process, however, is probably low because the excitation
energy of R• is higher than that of ZP and because the spectral
overlap of the absorption of R• with the fluorescence emission
from 1ZP* is poor. Alternatively,1ZP* may be quenched by
R• through the enhanced ISC.26 In polar solvents such as THF
and MeCN, theΦD

CS values of1R• and2R• were almost the
same as theΦS

CS values of1 and 2, respectively, indicating
that contribution of the quenching by R• was negligible. It is
noteworthy that theΦD

CS values were estimated to be 0.7 or
higher in any solvents investigated.

As will be shown in section 3.1, dyad1 can adopt at least
two conformations with somewhat different distances and
orientations between the ZP and NI parts. Coexistence of more
than one conformers may result in multiexponential fluorescence
decay, as was demonstrated for cyclophane-bridged zinc por-
phyrin-quinone dyads.27 In such cases, thekS

CS value derived
from eq 1 does not correspond to the CS rate of any single
conformer. The applicability of eq 1 to2 should be considered
with mechanism of the long-distance ET taken into consideration
(see section 3.2). Although time-resolved fluorescence measure-
ment is desirable, the important results obtained for the present
dyads are (i) that CS from1ZP* takes place with high efficiency
(ΦS

CS ≈ 0.9 for 1 and2) in any solvents investigated, (ii) that
1ZP* state disappeared in subnanosecond time scale, and (iii)
that contribution of the R•-induced quenching has only minor
contribution to the fluorescence quenching. The second point
means that the singlet (or doublet for1R• or 2R•) CS state
would be observed instantaneously on excitation with a nano-
second laser pulse, which is consistent with the results of
transient absorption spectroscopy.

2.2. MFEs on Decay Dynamics of the CS States Derived
from 1 and 1R•. (a) In Benzene and Dioxane. Upon excitation
of 1 in benzene with a 532-nm laser pulse, the time course of
the absorbance change monitored at 470 nm,∆A470(t) curve,
consisted of two decaying components. The short-lived com-
ponent decayed within the duration of the laser pulse (<20 ns),
whereas the long-lived one was constant at 30-950 ns after
excitation. When the absorbance change was monitored at 605
nm, the∆A605(t) curve also contained two components, but the
intensity of the long-lived component was much lower than that
observed at 470 nm. As shown in Figure 1,3ZP* as well as the
CS state absorb 470-nm light, whereas the absorption of3ZP*
is quite small at 605 nm. From these facts, the short-lived species

was assigned to the CS state generated in the|S〉 state,1[ZP•+-
B1-NI•- ], which rapidly decayed through the spin-allowed CR
process to give the ground state (processd in Scheme 1a). The
long-lived species was assigned to3ZP*-B1-NI generated
through ISC. In dioxane, only the long-lived component was
observed, suggesting that the lifetime of1[ZP•+-B1-NI•- ] was
too short to be detected with our apparatus.

The ∆A470(t) curves measured upon excitation of1R• in
benzene and dioxane were quite similar to those of1 except
that the intensities were reduced by∼15% of those of1. This
decrease in the yields of the CS state and3ZP* is likely due to
other quenching processes, as was suggested by the results of
the fluorescence quenching.28 Application of a magnetic field
below 1.7 T did not bring about any detectable change in the
∆A470(t) curve of1 or 1R• in either benzene or dioxane. Thus,
the decay of the CS state in these solvents was governed by
the spin-allowed CR process which was much faster than the
spin evolution.

(b) In SolVents of Medium or High Polarity. In solvents of
higher polarity, the decay dynamics of the∆A470(t) curve for1
was quite different from that observed in benzene or dioxane.
Figure 2 shows the normalized∆A470(t) curves measured upon
excitation of1 in pentyl acetate (PenOAc), THF, butyronitrile
(PrCN), and MeCN. Each of the∆A470(t) curves decayed in
microsecond time region, and the decay rate increased with
increasing solvent polarity. In MeCN, the two-step reaction
process,3ZP*-B1-NI f [ZP•+-B1-NI•- ] f ZP-B1-NI,
occurred with rate constants ofk1 () kT

CS) ) 1.4 × 107 s-1

and k2 ) 1.0 × 106 s-1 for the first and second steps,
respectively (Figure 1S). Although ET from1ZP* took place,
the CS state born in the|S〉 state decayed too fast to be detected,
as was the case in dioxane. As a result, only the CS state
generated via ET from3ZP* (processg in Scheme 1b) was
observed in the transient absorption spectra. The CS state born
in the |T〉 state mainly decayed through the spin conversion to
the |S〉 state (processe) followed by CR leading to the ground
state (processd).

To clarify the spin dynamics of the CS state, we examined
MFEs on the∆A470(t) curves. Figure 3a shows the∆A470(t)
curves for1 under various magnetic fields (B’s) in THF. With
increasingB, the decay of the∆A470(t) curve became faster from
0 to 0.9 T and slower from 0.9 to 1.7 T. To represent theB
dependence of the decay behavior of the CS state,29 we use the
R(B) value defined byR(B) ) I470(t1-t2, B)/I470(t1-t2, 0 T),
whereI470(t1-t2, B) andI470(t1-t2, 0 T) are the integration values
of the ∆A470(t) curves in the time range oft1 e t e t2 in the
presence and absence ofB, respectively. An appropriate time
range30 was chosen for each solvent. Figure 4a shows theR(B)
vs B plots obtained for1 in various solvents. TheR(B) value
exhibited a minimum at 0.9 T in PenOAc and THF. This type

Figure 2. Normalized∆A470(t) curves for1 in various solvents under
a zero field. A: PenOAc; B: THF; C: PrCN; D: MeCN.

ΦS
CS ) Φq ) 1 - [ΦFL /Φ0

FL] (2a)

ΦD
CS(1R• or 2R•) ) ΦS

CS(1 or 2) ×
[ΦFL(1R• or 2R•)/ΦFL(1 or 2)] (2b)
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of MFE can be explained by the level-crossing mechanism
(LCM),7,8 as shown in Scheme 2a. The exchange interaction
(J) is assumed to be positive in these solvents (see Section 3.3).

Under a zero field the HFC-induced|S〉 T |T〉 conversion is
inhibited, because the energy levels of the|S〉 and |T〉 states
are separated by 2|J|. Under a magnetic field ofB ) 2|J|/gâ,
the energy level of the|T+1〉 sublevel coincides with that of the
|S〉 state, and therefore the|S〉 T |T+1〉 conversion takes place
through the HFC interactions with an effective rate of 107 -
108 s-1.

In PrCN, theR(B) value decreased with increasingB from 0
to 1.4 T, where the MFE was almost saturated. The magnitude
of the MFE observed in PrCN was much smaller than that
observed in PenOAc or THF. In MeCN, the decay of the∆A470-
(t) curve became marginally slower with increasingB from 0
to 1.7 T. The absence of minimum in theR(B) value suggests
that the 2|J|/gâ value could be larger than 1.7 T.

The dotted line in Figure 3a shows the∆A470(t) curve
observed for1R• in THF under the same conditions as in the
case of1. The∆A470(t) curve for1R• decayed much faster than
that observed for1. The ∆A470(t) curve for1R• under a zero
field could be fit to a single-exponential function with a small
fraction of residual component (10% of the initial intensity)
remained (Figure 2b-eS). This long-lived component may be
attributed to the T-T absorption of the3ZP* in some impurities
or the absorption due to the radical ions formed through either
a certain secondary reaction or an intermolecular charge shift
process. As shown in Table 2, the observed decay rates were
almost the same in PenOAc, THF, PrCN, and MeCN and much
larger than that of1 in MeCN (Figures 1S and 2aS). The
different decay kinetics of the CS states derived from1 and
1R• clearly indicates that the rate-determining step involves the
spin conversion process.

Figure 3b shows the∆A470(t) curves for1R• in MeCN under
variousB’s. For comparison, the∆A470(t) curve for1 measured
under the same conditions was represented by the dotted line.
The ∆A470(t) curve for1R• decayed much faster than that for
1, as was observed in THF (Figure 3a). In the presence of
magnetic fields, the∆A470(t) curves for1R• could not be fit to

Figure 3. (a) ∆A470(t) curves for1 in THF under variousB’s. The
dotted line shows the∆A470(t) curve for1R• under the same conditions.
(b) ∆A470(t) curves for1R• in MeCN under variousB’s. The dotted
line shows the∆A470(t) curve for1 under the same conditions. TheB
values are indicated in the figures.

Figure 4. Field dependence of theR(B) values for (a)1 and (b)1R•
in various solvents. The symbols represent the following solvents and
the time windows for integration: (a) circle: PenOAc (200-800 ns);
triangle: THF (500-2500 ns); square: PrCN (100-3100 ns). (b)
triangle: THF (100-1000 ns); diamond: MeCN (300-500 ns).

SCHEME 2: Energy Levels and Interconversion
Processes of the Spin Sublevels of the CS States Derived
from (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 1R• and 2R•a

a The broken and thick arrows represent less and more efficient
conversion processes, respectively, than those represented by the thin
solid arrows. in (a), theJ Is assumed to be positive.
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a single-exponential function, and a longer-lived component was
observed and its decay became slower with increasingB from
0 to 1.7 T. Figure 4b shows that theR(B) vs B plots for1R• in
MeCN (diamond) and THF (triangle). TheR(B) values increased
with increasingB from 0 to 1 T and became almost constant at
B g 1 T. In PenOAc, similar MFEs were observed. It is
noteworthy that theB dependence of theR(B) value for 1R•
was quite different from that observed for1.

2.3. MFEs on Decay Dynamics of the CS States Derived
from 2 and 2R•. (a) In Benzene and Dioxane. Figure 5a shows
the∆A470(t) curves for2 in benzene under variousB’s. Each of
the ∆A470(t) curves consisted of two components. The short-
lived component was assigned to the absorption due to the CS
state, and the long-lived one was to the T-T absorption of
3ZP*. Because the short-lived component had decayed within
about 150 ns, the constant part of the∆A470(t) values contained
only the contribution from the T-T absorption of3ZP*-B2-
NI. The yield of3ZP*-B2-NI was dependent onB, indicating
that the3ZP*-B2-NI was formed through the intermediary of
the CS state (a sequence of processesb, e, andf in Scheme 1a)
as well as through ISC (processc). The total yield of3ZP*-
B2-NI is expressed by eq 3

Here,ηT (B) is the fraction of the formation of3ZP*-B2-NI
from [ZP•+-B2-NI•-] born in the|S〉 state, andΦ0

ISC () kISC

× τ0) stands for the quantum yield of ISC in the absence of
CS. The first and second terms in eq 3 represent the contribu-
tions from the ISC from1ZP* to 3ZP* (processc) and from the
processf through the intermediacy of the CS state, respectively.
With the use of the observedΦS

CS value (0.91) and the reported
ΦISC value (0.88)24b of Zn(ttp) forΦ0

ISC, the first term amounts
only 0.08, which is independent ofB. Figure 6a (closed circle)
shows theB dependence of theR(B) value with the time window
of 300-800 ns, which corresponds to the ratio ofΦT(B)/ΦT(0
T). TheR(B) value decreased with increasingB from 0 to 0.1

Figure 5. ∆A470(t) curves for2 (a) in benzene and (b) in THF under
variousB’s. The dotted lines represent the∆A470(t) curves for2R• in
each solvent under the same conditions. (c) The∆A470(t) curves for
2R• in PrCN under variousB’s. TheB values are shown in the figures.
In (b), the dotted line is normalized to set the maximal∆A470(t) value
equal to the corresponding value of the solid line under a zero field.

TABLE 2: Observed Decay Rates and Relevant Rate
Constants for the CS States Derived from 1, 1R•, 2, and 2R•
under Zero Field

comp. solvent observed rates/s-1 kS
CR/s-1 kST/s-1

1R• PenOAc 6.1× 106

1R• THF 7.3× 106

1R• PrCN 1.0× 107

1R• MeCN 7.8× 106

1 MeCN 1.0× 106

2R• PenOAc 8.6× 106 3.3× 107

2 PenOAc 4.14× 107, 2.23× 106 3.2× 107 2.9× 106

2 THF 7.02× 107, 3.56× 106 5.6× 107 4.5× 106

Figure 6. Field dependence of theR(B) values for2 and2R• in various
solvents in (a) early and (b) later time regions. The symbols represent
the following solutions and time windows for integration: closed
circle: 2 in benzene, (a) 300-800 ns; closed triangle:2 in THF, (a)
10-210 ns, (b) 800-1800 ns; closed square:2 in PrCN, (a) 15-55
ns, (b) 400-900 ns; open triangle:2R• in THF, (a) 14-30 ns, (b)
400-800 ns; open square:2R• in PrCN, (a) 14-34 ns, (b) 400-800
ns.

ΦT (B) ) kISC/(τ0
-1 + kS

CS) + kS
CS/(τ0

-1 + kS
CS) × ηT (B)

(3a)

) (1 - ΦS
CS) × Φ0

ISC + ΦS
CS × ηT (B) (3b)
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T and increased from 0.1 to 1.7 T, exceeding unity atB g 1.3
T. The ∆A470(t) curves measured in dioxane were similar to
those observed in benzene except that the decay of the short-
lived component was faster than in benzene. TheB dependence
of R(B) in dioxane was also similar to that observed in benzene.

To examine the effects of R• on the decay of the long-distance
CS state, the∆A470(t) curve for2R• was measured in benzene
under the same conditions as the case of2. As is shown by the
dotted line in Figure 5a, no initial decay was detected, and only
the long-lived component assignable to the T-T absorption was
observed.28 TheΦT (0 T) value of2R• in benzene was estimated
to be 0.85, which was much higher than that of2 (0.24). No
MFE was observed on the∆A470(t) curve for2R• below 1.7 T.
These results indicated that most part of [ZP•+-B2-NI•--R•]
underwent CR leading to [3ZP*-B2-NI-R•] (processf in
Scheme 1c) under anyB between 0 and 1.7 T. In dioxane, the
ΦT (0 T) value of 2R• was also larger than that of2 but
somewhat smaller than that of Zn(ttp). TheΦT (B) value of
2R• slightly decreased with increasingB from 0 to 0.1 T and
was constant atB ) 0.1-1.7 T. No reversion of MFE on the
ΦT (B) value was observed.

(b) In SolVents of Medium or High Polarity. Figure 5b shows
the ∆A470(t) curves for2 measured in THF under variousB’s.
Each of the∆A470(t) curves exhibited biphasic decay. The shape
of the transient absorbance spectrum in 440-650 nm was not
varied with time from immediately after excitation to 1µs,
indicating that both the short- and long-lived components were
assignable to the absorption of the CS state, [ZP•+-B2-NI•-

]. The ∆A470(t) curve for2 in PenOAc under a zero field was
similar to that in THF. In THF, PenOAc, or PrCN, the CS state
decayed only through the CR leading to the singlet ground state
(Scheme 1b) because formation of3ZP*-B2-NI from 3[ZP•+-
B2-NI•-] was thermodynamically unfavorable. From the ob-
served decay rates thekS

CR values in PenOAc and THF were
obtained31 (Table 2). In PrCN, the short-lived component of
the∆A470(t) curve showed much lower intensity and faster decay
than those observed in PenOAc and THF. The results indicated
that thekS

CR value increased with increasing solvent polarity
(PenOAc< THF < PrCN).

As seen in Figure 5b, the presence of magnetic fields
accelerated the decay of the short-lived component and retarded
that of the long-lived one. As a qualitative measure of the MFEs
on the decay curves, we obtained theR(B) values for each of
the components by setting different integration time windows
and plotted them againstB in Figure 6. TheR(B) value of the
short-lived component observed in THF (closed triangle)
decreased with increasingB from 0 to 0.2 T and then slightly
increased with increasingB from 0.2 to 1.7 T, whereas theR(B)
value of the long-lived one exhibited MFEs in the opposite
direction. Similar biphasic decay and the MFEs in the opposite
directions on the decay rates of the short- and long-lived
components were previously reported for some long-distance
CS states.11,18a The MFEs observed in PenOAc and PrCN
showed similar trends to that observed in THF. The magnitudes
of the MFEs on the decay at early time region increased in the
reverse order ofkS

CR, that is, PrCN< THF < PenOAc.
The decay dynamics of [ZP•+-B2-NI•- ] in these solvents

was also affected by the presence of R•. The dotted line in
Figure 5b shows the normalized∆A470(t) curve measured for
2R• in THF under a zero field. At early time (t < 70 ns) the
decay was slower than that of the∆A470(t) curve for2, whereas
at later time it was much faster than the latter. Figure 5c shows
the A470(t) curves for2R• in PrCN under differentB’s. The
∆A470(t) curve under a zero field was similar to that observed

in THF. In these solvents, the∆A470(t)curves observed for2R•
under a zero field exhibited only slight deviation from single-
exponential decay, whereas each curve contained two compo-
nents with different decay rates in the presence of magnetic
fields. The R(B) vs B plots of the short- and long-lived
components observed for2R• in THF (open triangle) and PrCN
(open square) are shown in Figure 6. Because the deviation of
theA470(t) curve from a single-exponential function was rather
small, the separation of the short-lived component from the long-
lived one may be incomplete. TheB dependence of theR(B)
values observed in THF and PrCN were quite similar to each
other. As is shown in Figure 6a, the magnitude of the MFEs on
theR(B) value of the short-lived component for2R• was smaller
than that observed for2. Figure 6b indicates that theR(B) value
of the long-lived component increased with increasingB from
0 to 0.5 T and became almost constant under fields of 0.5e B
e 1.7 T. SuchB dependence of theR(B) value for the long-
lived component of2R• was qualitatively similar to that
observed for1R• in THF or MeCN (Figure 3b). It is noteworthy
that theB value at which the maximalR(B) value was observed
for 2R• (0.5 T) was higher than that observed for2 (0.1-0.2
T). The∆A470(t) curve measured for2R• in PenOAc under zero
field decayed more slowly than in THF or PrCN and could be
fit to a single-exponential function. The obtainedkS

CR value31

was in good agreement with that derived from the∆A470(t) curve
for 2 (Table 2). TheR(B) values showed MFEs similar to those
observed in THF or PrCN, although the magnitude was smaller.

3. Discussion

3.1. Molecular Structures of the Dyads.The decay dynam-
ics of the short-distance CS state formed from1 was quite
different from that of the long-distance one from2. Variation
in the separation distance between ZP•+ and NI•- gives rise to
changes in the CR rates (kS

CR andkT
CR) and in the magnitudes

of the electron spin-spin interactions. To estimate the separation
distances in1(R•) and2(R•), we carried out ab initio structure
optimization of model compounds1′ and 2′ (see Chart 1) at
the HF/3-21G level.

In the optimized structures of1′ and 2′, the porphyrin
macrocycle is planar, and the peripheral phenyl groups are
almost perpendicular to this plane. These structural features are
consistent with the results of the X-ray structure analysis of
Zn(tpp).32 Table 3 summarizes the selected torsion angles and
the center-to-center and edge-to-edge distances (dcc and dee,
respectively) between ZP′ and the acceptor moieties (NI′ or B2)
in 1′ and2′. Two stable conformers of1′ were obtained as local
minima. In one conformer (anti-1′), the NI′ group is in anti-
clinal with respect to the carbonyl oxygen in the bridging amide,
and an intramolecular hydrogen-bond is formed between the

TABLE 3: Selected Geometrical Parameters for the
Optimized Structures of 1′ and 2′

parametera anti-1′ syn-1′ 2′
ψ/° -79.3 -89.6 -85.7
φ1/° 0.4 0.1
φ2/° -2.0 0.0
φ3 or φ3′/° 112.0 0.1 89.4
φ4 or φ4′/° 86.2 85.2 87.3
θ/° -90.1
dcc(ZP′, NI′)/Åb 13.6 14.9 18.2 (11.7)d

dee(ZP′, NI′)/Åc 8.5 9.1 12.6 (6.5)d

a The definitions are shown in Figure 7.b The distance between the
Zn atom and the center of the naphthalene ring in NI′. c The distance
between the C-5 in ZP′ and the closer N atom in NI′. d The value in
the parenthesis is the corresponding distance between ZP′ and B2.
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NH in the bridging amide and the carbonyl oxygen in NI′, as
shown in Figure 7. In the other conformer (syn-1′), the NI′ group
adopts a syn-periplanar orientation with respect to the carbonyl
oxygen in the bridging amide. Anti-1′ is predicted to be more
stable by only 0.74 kJ mol-1 than syn-1′. In polar solvents, a
H-bond can be formed between the NH and the solvent
molecule, and therefore, the relative stability of the two
conformers may be different from that predicted for an isolated
molecule in the gas phase. In the optimized structure of2′, the
diimide parts, B2 and NI′, are perpendicular to each other. This
molecule has rotational freedom around the CH2-phenylene (at
the 5-position of ZP′) and the CH2-N bonds (φ3′ and φ4′ in
Figure 7). Because of the local pseudo-C2V symmetry of the
B2-NI′ part, however, the rotation around these bonds does
not alter the donor-acceptor distances. The separation distance
between ZP′ and NI′ in 2′ is by ca. 4 Å larger than that in1′
(Table 3).

In general, the equilibrium structure of the CS state is different
from that of the neutral ground state.33 Shephard and Paddon-
Row suggested that Coulombic interaction can give rise to large
structural changes accompanying CS processes in donor-
bridge-acceptor compounds even if their structures were
thought to be rather rigid.34 Although their prediction was based
on the ab initio calculations for isolated molecules in the gas
phase, it is likely that such deformation takes place to some
extent in nonpolar solvents. However, the open-shell (triplet)
CS states derived from the1′ and2′ are too large for structure
optimization by the UHF methods. Furthermore, the effects of
solvation should be taken into account to predict the reliable
structures in each solvent. Here, we use thedcc values of1′ (14
Å) and 2′ (18 Å) for discussion of the Coulombic interactions
in polar solvents, the magnitudes of the exchange and dipolar
interactions (|J| and |DZFS|) between the unpaired electrons in
the CS states, and the electronic coupling on the ET energy
surfaces (|V|).

As a model of the NI-R• part in1R• and2R•, the structure
optimization of3′R• was carried out at the UHF/6-31+G* level.
The distance between the center of the naphthalene plane in
NI′ and the midpoint of the N-O bond in R•, was calculated
to be 8.44 Å.

3.2. Free Energy Changes and Reaction Rates for the ET
Processes.(a) CS Processes from1ZP*. The free energy changes
(∆GS

CS) accompanying the CS processes from1ZP* were
estimated for1 and2 from the Rehm-Weller relationship35 and
listed in Table 1. This table shows that these CS processes was
exergonic for both1 and2 in PenOAc, THF, PrCN, and MeCN.
The ∆GS

CS values of2 were more negative than the corre-
sponding values of1, because the reduction potential of the NI
part in2 was by 0.12 V less negative than that in1 due to the
electron-withdrawing effect of the directly linked pyromellit-
diimide (PI) group.22 The∆GS

CS values for1R• and2R• were

the same as the corresponding values for1 and2, respectively,
for the reduction potentials of the NI parts were not changed
by substitution of then-hexyl group by TEMPO-4-yl. Calcula-
tion from the Rehm-Weller equation would give positive∆GS

CS

values for 1 and 2 in benzene or dioxane. However, this
equation, which is based on the dielectric continuum model of
solvation, sometimes underestimates solvation energies of
charged solutes in nondipolar solvents. The CS states in benzene
and dioxane can be stabilized by the quadrupolar interactions
between the solvent molecules and charged centers.25,36 The
oxygen atoms in dioxane may also contribute to stabilization
of the ZP•+ part through coordination to zinc at the axial
positions. As was mentioned in section 3.1, the distance between
ZP•+ and NI•- may be reduced compared to thedcc value to
enhance the electrostatic interaction. Although the∆GS

CS values
could not be obtained, the largekS

CS values suggested that the
CS processes from1ZP* should be exergonic in these solvents.

Although thedcc value and the number of the intervening
bonds between ZP and NI for2 are larger than those for1, the
kS

CS values of2 were comparable to those of1, as shown in
Table 1. It is likely that the CS process from1ZP* in 2 took
place through the sequential two-step reaction shown by eq 4
in polar solvents such as THF and PrCN, because the∆GS

CS

value for ET from1ZP* to B2 was predicted to be negative
(Table 1)

In model compounds mimicking the photosynthetic reaction
center, PI has been used as a primary electron acceptor that
received an electron from the excited donor and then gave the
electron to a secondary acceptor such as quinone.22,37,38Wied-
errecht et al. reported that the intramolecular charge shift from
the radical anion of the PI moiety to the linked NI part took
place in picosecond time scale.22 On our apparatus with
nanosecond time resolution, no transient absorption band
assignable to B2•- was observed, but the absorption bands
characteristic of NI•- appeared instantaneously upon excitation.
These facts suggest that the secondary charge shift in reaction
4 should be faster than the primary CS, and that the obtained
kS

CS values represent the ET rates from1ZP* to B2. The driving
force (-∆GS

CS in Table 1) of ET from1ZP* to B2 in 2 was by
(18-19) kJ mol-1 smaller than that from1ZP* to NI in 1,
whereas the ET distance of the former was shorter than the latter
(Table 3). The similarity in thekS

CS value of1 and2 probably
results from these two competing factors. Because of the short
lifetime and a large magnitude ofJ, the conversion from
1[ZP•+-B2

•- -NI] to 3[ZP•+-B2
•- -NI] can be neglected. In

solvents of lower polarity, the long-distance ET from1ZP* to

Figure 7. Definition of the torsion angles in1′ and2′.

1ZP*-B2-NI f 1[ZP•+-B2
•- -NI] f 1[ZP•+-B2-NI•- ]

(4)
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NI may occur via super-exchange mechanism because the
energy level of1[ZP•+-B2

•--NI] is considered to be higher
than that of1ZP*-B2-NI. The mechanism of long-distance ET
is a hot topic in ET chemistry, especially in biological systems
such as CS in photosynthesis reaction centers and DNA-
mediated charge transport.39 In some cases, the sequential ET
can dominate over the super-exchange pathway even if forma-
tion of the intermediate state is slightly endothermic.40 As an
alternative interpretation, the two mechanisms may be consid-
ered as the limiting cases in a framework of unified theory.41

To understand the CS process of2 in more detail, one need to
study the formation kinetics of the CS state and its temperature
dependence in picosecond time region, which seems beyond
the scope of this paper. Whichever mechanism is valid, it should
be noted that1[ZP•+-B2-NI•-] was rapidly (<1ns) generated
with a high efficiency.

(b) CS Processes from3ZP*. Excitation of1 in PenOAc, THF,
PrCN or MeCN gave the triplet CS state,3[ZP•+-B1-NI•- ],
through ET from3ZP* to NI (processg in Scheme 1b). The
rate constant (kT

CS) in MeCN was determined to be 1.4× 107

s-1, which was by 2 orders of magnitude smaller thankS
CS (ca.

4 × 109 s-1). This decrease in the ET rate can be attributed to
the smaller driving force, as is seen in Table 1. Here, the triplet
excitation energy (ET) of ZP in 1 and2 was assumed to be the
same as that of Zn(ttp) (150 kJ mol-1).24c,42 Because the
deactivation of3ZP*-B1-NI to the ground state is quite slow
(The lifetimes of3Zn(ttp)* were reported to be 40 and 1500µs
in toluene and DMSO, respectively, at room temperature),24b

the most part of3ZP*-B1-NI gave3[ZP•+-B1-NI•- ], even
though thekT

CS value was not so high.
In benzene and dioxane,3ZP* was not quenched through the

CS process for either1 or 2. On the contrary, the CS state
derived from2 gave3ZP*-B2-NI through CR in the triplet
manifold (processf in Scheme 1a). These results indicate that
[ZP•+-B-NI•-] has a higher energy than3ZP*-B-NI. Thus,
the energy levels of the CS states of1 and2 in these solvents
were determined to be in a range of-200 < ∆GS

CR < -150
kJ mol-1.

(c) CR Processes Leading to the Ground States.Upon
excitation of 1 in benzene, the transient absorption bands
assignable to [ZP•+-B1-NI•- ] decayed within the duration of
the laser pulse (<20 ns). As will be discussed in section 3.3,
[ZP•+-B1-NI•- ] born in the |S〉 state decays exclusively
through CR to the ground state (processd) because the|S〉 f
|T〉 conversion (processe) is much slower. In the other solvents,
no transient absorption due to this singlet CS state was observed,
although theΦS

CS values were almost the same as that in
benzene. This result indicates thatkS

CR may be larger thankS
CS

in the solvents except for benzene. For similar porphyrin-
diimide dyads withdcc ) 13 Å and∆GS

CR ) -158 kJ mol-1

in THF, thekS
CR values were reported to be (1.0-1.4) × 1010

s-1.21a,38From these facts, it can be estimated thatkS
CR g 1010

s-1 for 1.
In the case of2, [ZP•+-B2-NI•- ] in the |S〉 state decayed

through CR leading to the ground state (processd) and the spin
conversion to the|T〉 state (processe). ThekS

CR values of 3.3
× 107 and 5.6× 107 s-1 in PenOAc and THF, respectively
(Table 2), were much smaller than the correspondingkS

CSvalues
(5.8× 109 and 6.1× 109 s-1). According to the Marcus theory
of nonadiabatic ET rates,43 kS

CR is estimated by eq 5

whereV is the matrix element of the electronic coupling, andλ

is the total reorganization energy. In contrast to the CS process
from 1ZP*-B2-NI, B2 (the bridging PI) cannot act as a good
mediator for the CR process, because [ZP•+-B2

•--NI] state
has much higher energy than [ZP•+-B2-NI•-]. This CR process
for 2 became faster with increase in the solvent polarity from
benzene to PrCN. This solvent dependence is typical of ET
reaction in the inverted region, and has been observed in CR
processes of similar porphyrin-acceptor dyads.43 The corre-
sponding CR process for1 lies also in the inverted region except
for that in PrCN or MeCN.45-47

3.3. Electron Spin-Spin Interactions in the CS States.(a)
Interactions between NI•- and R•. To obtain information on
the spin-spin interactions between NI•- and R• in [ZP•+-B-
NI•--R•], we measured the EPR spectrum of NI•--R• which
was prepared by reduction of3R• in MeCN. From the separation
between the outermost lines observed at 77 K, the magnitude
of the dipole-dipole interaction (|DZFS|/gâ) was determined to
be 5.3 mT. The distance between the center of the NI part and
the midpoint of the nitroxide N-O bond was calculated to be
8.44 Å for the model compound3′R• (see section 3.1). In the
point dipole approximation with this inter-radical distance, the
|DZFS|/gâ value was estimated to be 4.64 mT. In the point charge
approximation with the spin densities of the NI•- part calculated
by the DFT methods (See Experimental), the|DZFS|/gâ value
was estimated to be 5.39 mT, which was in a good agreement
with the observed value. The|DZFS|/gâ value of NI•--R• was
similar to that (4.4-9.3 mT) of the biradical anions employed
in the previous study.18a,19a,19b

The g-factors and HFC constants of3R• and its reduced
species are listed in Table 4. In the EPR spectrum measured at
room temperature for the partially reduced sample of3R•, the
two peaks assignable to themN ) (1 lines of NI•--R• were
observed, whereas itsmN ) 0 line was overlapped with the
signal of3R•. As shown in Table 4, thea N value (0.79 mT) of
NI•--R• was a half of that of3R• (1.58 mT), and theg-factor
(2.0050) was the average of those of3R• (2.0062) and NI•--
R′ (2.0038). Each line of the three-line signal of NI•--R• was
broader than that of3R•, probably due to the unresolved HFC
with the N and H nuclei in the NI part. These magnetic
properties indicate that NI•- and R• are strongly coupled in
NI•--R• through the exchange interaction whose magnitude is
much larger than the|a N| value of3R•.48 Neither the sign nor
magnitude ofJ for NI•--R• could be determined experimen-
tally.

For a variety of stable biradicals, theJ values have been
reported.49-51 Most of them are conjugated systems in which
two radical units are linked to each other with an aromatic
coupler.50 It is likely that the J value of such a conjugated

kS
CR ) (2π/h) |V |2 (π/λkB T)1/2 exp[-(∆GS

CR + λ)2/4λkB T]
(5)

TABLE 4: g-Factors and HFC Constants of Radicals
Derived from 1, 1R•, and 3R•, and Model Compounds in
MeCN at Room Temperature

radical g-factor HFC constants/mT |AHFC|b,c

Zn(ttp)•+ a 2.0027 0.149 (4N), 0.029 (8H),
0.044 (20H), 0.010 (8H)

0.46

Zn(ttp)•+ 2.0026
ZP•+-B1-NI (1•+) 2.0027
ZP-B1-NI-R• (1R•) 2.0063 1.577 (1N) 2.23
ZP•+-B1-NI-R• { 2.0026
(1R••+) 2.0063 1.577 (IN)
NI-R• (3R•) 2.0062 1.580 (1N) 2.23
NI•--R• 2.0050 0.79 (1N)
NI•--RΗ 2.0038 0.0935 (2N), 0.188 (4H),

0.022 (2H), 0.021 (1H)
0.38

C6NI•- 2.0038 0.0965 (2N), 0.189 (4H),
0.016 (4H)

0.38

a In CH2Cl2 at 203 K. Determined by ESR, ENDOR, TRIPLE
resonance techniques. ref 75.b Unit: mT. c ref 56.
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biradical is quite different from that of NI•--R•, even if the
inter-radical distances are similar. As for TEMPO-linked
biradical ions, Sugimoto et al. reported that the biradical cation
of 2-[N-(TEMPO-4-yl)iminomethyl]tetrathiafulvalene hasJ/gâ
) -5.6 T (The negative sign means that the ground state is
singlet) and|DZFS|/gâ ) 1.62 mT (This corresponds to the inter-
radical distance of ca. 12 Å in the point dipole approximation).51a

The |J|/gâ value of NI•--R• may be larger than the highestB
(1.7 T) applied in this study.

(b) Interactions between ZP•+ and NI•-. The magnitude ofJ
for [ZP•+-B1-NI•-] was determined to be|J|/gâ ) 0.45 T in
THF and PenOAc from the observedR(B) vs B plots shown in
Figure 4a.52 According to the perturbation theory,53 theJ value
due to the charge-transfer interaction for the CS state can be
estimated by eq 6

As the solvent polarity increases from benzene to MeCN, the
(∆GS

CR + λ) value for1 increases from negative to positive.45,54

Equation 6 predicts that the sign ofJ for [ZP•+-B1-NI•-] is
positive in benzene, dioxane, PenOAc, or THF, whereas it is
negative in PrCN or MeCN. If|V | were independent of the
solvent properties, the|J| value would be smaller in PenOAc
than in THF. The observed|J| values, however, were the same
in these solvents. This discrepancy55 may be attributed to the
solvent-dependent distribution of the conformers different|V|
values. As was mentioned in Section 3.1, there can exist more
than one conformers of [ZP•+-B1-NI•-] with different dcc

values. With decreasing solvent polarity, the conformer with
the smallerdcc value probably becomes more populated, and
therefore, the averaged|V| value increases. Alternatively, the
relative contribution toJ from the different coupling modes
(through-bonds, through space, and through solvent) may be
varied with the solvent properties. Although the|J| value could
not be determined in other solvents, it may be different from
that observed in PenOAc and THF.

For the long-distance CS state [ZP•+-B2-NI•-] generated
from 2, the observed MFEs on the decay rates suggested that
the HFC-induced|S〉 T |T〉 conversion efficiently took place
under a zero field. This means that the|J| value for this CS
state was negligibly small. In general, theJ value shows the
exponential dependence on the inter-radical distance (R), as
represented byJ(R) ) J0 exp (-RR). ThekS

CR value also shows
the exponential dependence onR, kS

CR(R) ) kS
CR(0) exp (-âR).

Comparison of eq 5 and eq 6 indicates that bothkS
CR andJ are

proportional to|V|2 and that theirRdependence mainly originate
from that of|V|. ThekS

CR values of2 observed in PenOAc and
THF were∼1/300-1/200 of the estimatedkS

CR value of1. If
the R and â values are assumed to be equal, theJ value for
[ZP•+-B2-NI•-] is estimated to be∼2 mT. Alternatively, from
the difference (4.6 Å) in the calculateddcc value between anti-
1′ and 2′ (Table 3) and a typicalR value of 1 Å-1, it was
evaluated to be∼4.5 mT. This range of the|J| value is
somewhat larger than the magnitude of the effective HFC
interactions (B1/2 ) 0.84 mT).56

As for the dipole-dipole interactions, the|DZFS|/gâ values
were estimated to be 1.0 and 0.48 mT for3[ZP•+-B1-NI•-]
and 3[ZP•+-B2-NI•-], respectively, in the point dipole ap-
proximation with the inter-radical distances of 14 and 18 Å.
These|DZFS|/gâ values are similar to theB1/2 value. It is likely
that the dipole-dipole interaction in [ZP•+-B1-NI•-] signifi-
cantly contributes to the spin relaxation during the decay of
the triplet CS state.

(c) Interactions between ZP•+ and R•. Because ZP•+ and R•
in [ZP•+-B-NI•--R•] are apart from each other, the spin-
spin interactions between these two radical centers are expected
to be much smaller than the other interactions operating for each
of them. To confirm this assumption, the EPR spectrum of
[ZP•+-B1-NI-R•] was measured in MeCN at room temper-
ature. Two signals were observed ing ≈ 2 region. One of them
was almost identical to the signal of ZP-B1-NI-R•, whereas
the other showed ag-factor and a half-width quite similar to
the corresponding values for the signal of Zn(ttp)•+ (Table 4).
These results indicated that the|J| value between ZP•+ and R•
in [ZP•+-B1-NI-R•] is smaller than theaN values in these
radicals. In [ZP•+-B2-NI-R•] derived from2R•, the inter-
radical distance between ZP•+ and R• is longer than that in
[ZP•+-B1-NI-R•], and therefore, the|J| value should be
smaller. Table 5 summarizes the magnitudes of the magnetic
interactions which can induce the spin conversion of the CS
states. The|J| value of NI•--R• pair is probably much larger
than that of ZP•+-NI•- or ZP•+-R• pair.57

3.4. Decay Dynamics of the CS States Derived from 1 and
1R•. (a) SolVent Effects on the Decay Rate of3[ZP•+-B1-NI•-].
Upon excitation of1 in solvents of medium or high polarity,
3[ZP•+-B1-NI•-] was formed from CS from3ZP*. Because
the |T〉 f |S〉 conversion was much slower than CR from the
|S〉 state (kS

CR g 1010 s-1), the decay dynamics of3[ZP•+-B1-
NI•-] was governed by the spin conversion process. The
efficiency of the|T〉 f |S〉 conversion depends on theJ value,
which can be varied with the solvent properties. As shown in
Figure 2, the decay of the∆A470(t) curve for1 increased with
increase in solvent polarity from PenOAc to MeCN. Such
solvent dependence seems contradictory in the following
points: (i) Despite the same|J| value, the∆A470(t) curve
observed in THF decayed faster than in PenOAc. (ii) TheB
dependence ofR(B) shown in Figure 4a suggested that the|J|
value may be larger in PrCN or MeCN than in PenOAc or THF.
The larger|J| value should bring about the less efficient|T〉 f
|S〉 conversion under a zero field. Contrary to this prediction,
the decay of the∆A470(t) curve was faster in PrCN or MeCN
than in THF or PenOAc.

These discrepancies may be explained as follows: As for
(i), because the HFC-induced|T〉 f |S〉 conversion is inefficient
as described above, the spin-lattice relaxation also has signifi-
cant contribution to the decay of the|T〉 state. The relaxation
rate (krlx) is varied with the correlation times of the fluctuating
magnetic interactions,7-9 which depend on the solvent viscosity.
Among the solvents employed here, the viscosity at 293 K
increases in the following order: MeCN (0.36 cP)< THF (0.575
cP) < PrCN (0.59 cP)< PenOAc (0.924 cP).58 The longer
correlation time in PenOAc may cause the smallerkrlx value.
Alternatively, in solvents of medium polarity such as PenOAc,
the energy level of3[ZP•+-B1-NI•-] is close to that of3ZP*-

J ) - |V|2/(∆GS
CR + λ) (6)

TABLE 5: Magnitudes of the Magnetic Interactions in the
CS Statesa

interaction [ZP•+-B1-NI•-] [ZP•+-B2-NI•-] [ZP•+-B-NI•--R•]

|J|/gâ 450b -c |J(NI•-, R•)| .
|J(ZP•+, NI•-)|

|J(NI•-, R•)| .
|J(ZP•+, NI•-)|

|DZFS|/gâ 1.0 0.47 |DZFS (NI•-, R•)| ) 5.3
|DZFS (ZP•+, R•)| ∼ 0

B1/2
d,e 0.84 0.84

|∆gB| (B ) 1.7 T) 1.1 1.1 3.9f

a Unit: mT. b In PenOAc and THF.c Estimated to be a few mT. See
text in Section 3.3(b).d Ref 56.e The |AHFC| values of the individual
radicals are given in Table 4.f ∆g ) g(NI•--R•) - g(ZP•+).
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B1-NI. Therefore, an equilibrium may be attained between these
two species. In the transient absorption spectrum measured at
1.8 µs after excitation of1 in PenOAc, a broad band around
450 nm assignable to the T-T absorption of3ZP*-B1-NI was
observed as well as the sharp band at 470 nm due to the
absorption of NI•-. Because the deactivation of3ZP*-B1-NI
to the ground state is much slower than the decay of the CS
state, such equilibration lengthens the apparent lifetime of the
CS state. With respect to (ii), the spin-orbit coupling (SOC)-
induced CR process of3[ZP•+-B1-NI•-] to give the singlet
ground state (processh in Scheme 1b) and/or other nonspin
selective reactions of the CS state may take place in PrCN and
MeCN. For polymethylene-bridged zinc porphyrin-viologen
dyads, it was reported that the SOC-induced back ET from the
triplet RIP to the singlet ground states takes place at a rate of
kSOC≈ 105 s-1 and that this rate constant tends to increase with
decrease in the inter-radical distance.59,60The magnitude of the
SOC interaction for [ZP•+-B1-NI•-] is likely to be insensitive
to the nature of solvent. On the other hand, the Franck-Condon
factor increases with increase in solvent polarity, as the case of
the spin-allowed CR process from the singlet CS state, and
therefore this SOC-induced process can have nonnegligible
contribution to the decay of the triplet CS state in polar solvents,
especially when the spin relaxation is slow. Thus, the solvent
dependence of the decay rate of [ZP•+-B1-NI•-] did not result
from one dominant factor but from combination of several
factors.

(b) Spin Dynamics of [ZP•+-B1-A•--R•]. Upon excitation
of 1R• in benzene or dioxane, the transient absorption bands
assigned to the CS state had decayed within the duration of the
laser pulse. This result indicated that the spin-allowed CR to
give the ground state (processd in Scheme 1c) was faster than
the spin conversion. Such instantaneous decay of the CS state
was also observed for1. Thus, the spin effects on the decay
dynamics of the CS state could not be clarified in these solvents.

On excitation of1R• in solvents of medium or high polarity,
the CS process from3ZP* gave [ZP•+-B1-NI•--R•] in either
the doublet (|D〉) or quartet (|Q〉) state in the statistical ratio of
1:2 (processg in Scheme 1d). According to the spin catalysis
theory of Buchachenko and Berdinsky,61 the|D〉 T |D′〉 mixing
should be efficient for three-spin systems with largely different
J values such as [ZP•+-B1-NI•--R•] (Table 5). It was,
therefore, expected that [ZP•+-B1-NI•--R•] born in the|D〉
state decayed faster than that born in the|Q〉 state. However,
the ∆A470(t) curve observed for1R• under a zero field was
almost fit to a single-exponential function. This kinetic behavior
can be explained as follows: Under the condition thatkDD′, kS

CR

. kDQ, the population of the|D〉 state is too low to contribute
the transient absorbance, and the observed∆A470(t) curve mainly
represents the kinetic behavior of the|Q〉 state. The energy gap
between the|Q〉 and |D〉 states is determined by theJ values
between two radical centers in the three-spin system.61 If this
gap is as small as|AHFC|, the HFC-induced conversion between
the |Q〉 and the|D〉 or |D′〉 state efficiently takes place,61d,62,63

whereas with a larger gap the electron spin dipole-dipole
interaction plays an important role in the|Q〉 f |D〉 conver-
sion.61,62,64As seen in Figure 3,4[ZP•+-B1-NI•--R•] decayed
much faster than3[ZP•+-B1-NI•-]. The decay rates of1 and
1R• listed in Table 2 correspond to the total decay rates of
[ZP•+-B1-NI•-(-R•)] in the |T〉 or |Q〉 states, which include
the |T〉 f |S〉 or |Q〉 f |D〉 spin conversion rate and the
contribution from any other decay processes. The insensitivity
of the decay rate of4[ZP•+-B1-NI•--R•] to the solvent
properties suggested that the major contribution to the observed

rate should be ascribed to the|Q〉 f |D〉 conversion rate (kDQ).
In the case of3[ZP•+-B1-NI•-], the SOC-induced CR reaction
also took place, especially in polar solvents such as PrCN and
MeCN, as was described in section 3.4(a). These results indicate
that the|Q〉 f |D〉 conversion of4[ZP•+-B1-NI•--R•] is more
efficient than the|T〉 f |S〉 conversion of3[ZP•+-B1-NI].

As for the MFEs on the decay of [ZP•+-B1-NI•--R•], the
R(B) value increased with increasingB from 0 to 1 T, and the
MFEs were saturated atB ) 1 T (Figure 4b). SuchB
dependence of theR(B) value was quite similar to that previously
observed for the free ion yield from the biradical-radical ion
pair born in the|Q〉 state.19b In the previous case, we employed
the biradical anion ofN-hexyl-N′-(TEMPO-4-yl)-pyromellitdi-
imide (PI•--R•), for which the estimated inter-radical distance
(8.6 Å) was similar to that for NI•--R• (8.44 Å). TheJ values
between the radical anion part and R• may be also similar for
these two systems. On the basis of this analogy, the MFEs
observed for1R• can be explained by the relaxation mechanism
(RM) for triplet-doublet pairs.64 As shown in Scheme 2c, the
four sublevels of the|Q〉 state are converted to the|D〉 state
with a rate ofkDQ under a zero field. Under high magnetic fields
(B . |DZFS|/gâ), the|Q(3/2〉 sublevels are energetically separated
from the |D(1/2〉 or |Q(1/2〉 sublevels. The interconversion
between such nondegenerate sublevels takes place through the
spin relaxation induced mainly by the electron spin dipole-
dipole interaction between NI•- and R•. The biphasic decay of
the ∆A470(t) curves observed underB ) 0.1 T (Figure 3b) can
be explained by the existence of the faster-decaying|Q(1/2〉
sublevels and the slower-decaying|Q(3/2〉 ones. With increasing
B, the relaxation rate monotonically decreases to an asymptotic
value.64 As a result, the lifetime of the|Q(3/2〉 sublevels
increases, whereas that of the|Q(1/2〉 ones is substantially
unchanged. This is consistent with the observation that the
increasingB decelerated the decay of the slower-decaying
component without significant effects on the faster-decaying
one (Figure 3b).

3.5. Spin Dynamics of the CS States Derived from 2 and
2R•. (a) In Benzene and Dioxane.The MFEs onR(B) (i.e.,
relative yield of3ZP*-B2-NI) observed for2 in benzene and
dioxane can be explained as follows: The decrease inR(B) with
increasingB from 0 to 0.1 T is attributable to the hyperfine
coupling mechanism (HFCM).7,8 Under a zero field, [ZP•+-
B2-NI•-] born in the|S〉 state is converted to the three sublevels
of |T〉 state through the HFC-induced spin conversion in
competition with CR leading to the ground state. Under
magnetic fields much higher than|AHFC| and|J|, the|S〉 T |T0〉
conversion still takes place, whereas the|T(1〉 sublevels remain
unpopulated because the|S〉 T |T(1〉 and|T0〉 T |T(1〉 relaxation
is much slower than the decay of the|S〉 state through CR. The
increase inR(B) with increasingB from 0.2 to 1.7 T can be
explained in terms of the∆g mechanism (∆gM).7,8 According
to this mechanism, the|S〉 T |T0〉 conversion induced by the
isotropic Zeeman interaction is accelerated with increasingB.
As shown in Table 5, the magnitude of this interaction (|∆gâB|)
at B ) 1.7 T is similar to the magnitude of the effective HFC
interaction (gâB1/2). Thus, it seems reasonable that the MFEs
due to both the mechanisms could be observed in the field range
of 0-1.7 T.

In benzene or dioxane, theΦT value of2R• was higher than
that of 2. The presence of R• can affect theΦT value in the
following ways: (i) ISC from1ZP* to 3ZP* is enhanced,26 (ii)
1ZP* can be quenched by R• through other processes such as
energy transfer,26 (iii) the spin-allowed CR from2[ZP•+-B2-
NI•--R•] in the |D〉 state to give2[3ZP*-B2-NI-2R•] is
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opened, and (iv) the|D〉 f |Q〉 conversion of [ZP•+-B2-NI•--
R•] is faster than the|S〉 f |T〉 conversion of [ZP•+-B2-NI•-].
Factors (i), (iii), and (iv) increase theΦT value, whereas factor
(ii) decreases it. TheΦT (B) value for2R• can be expressed eq
7, which is a modified version of eq 3

In the first term of eq 7, factors (i) and (ii) are taken into
consideration. These quenching processes have probably only
small contribution because of the large distance between ZP
and R•.28 Indeed, the estimatedΦD

CS value (0.7) gives the upper
limit of 0.3 for the first term of eq 7. TheηT (B) value in eq 7
reflects factors (iii) and (iv). The observed highΦT (0 T) value
(0.85) and the lack of MFE for2R• indicated thatkT

CR andkDQ

are larger thankS
CR in benzene. In dioxane, [ZP•+-B2-NI•--

R•] decayed partially through CR leading to the ground state
(processd) in competition with CR leading to3ZP*-B2-NI-
R•, suggesting thatkS

CR value was larger in dioxane than in
benzene and/or that thekT

CR value was smaller in dioxane than
in benzene. The observed MFEs on theΦT(B) value for2R• in
dioxane can be explained by the decrease in the|D〉 T |Q〉
conversion efficiency with increasingB, as the MFEs observed
for 1R•.

(b) In SolVents of Medium or High Polarity.As seen in Figure
5b, the∆A470(t) curves observed for2 in THF exhibited biphasic
decay. Because the|S〉 state decayed through CR dominantly
over the conversion to the|T〉 state (Table 2), the initial decaying
part of the∆A470(t) curve mainly represents the time profile of
the population of the|S〉 state generated by CS from1ZP*-
B2-NI. The B dependence ofR(B) for this component (Figure
6a) was similar to that observed in benzene or dioxane and can
be explained by the HFCM and∆gM. As was mentioned in
section 3.3(b), the|J| value of [ZP•+-B2-NI•-] is likely to be
comparable to or somewhat larger than its|AHFC| value.
Therefore, the efficiency of the|S〉 T |T0〉 conversion is
expected to be lower than the case of|J| , |AHFC|.7,8,65Indeed,
the effective66 conversion rate (kST) of (3-4) × 106 s-1 (Table
2) observed in PenOAc and THF is lower than the|S〉 T |T0〉
oscillation frequency of 1.1× 107 s-1 (or ωST0 ) 6.9 × 107

rad s-1) evaluated from theB1/2 value (Table 5) for the case of
|J| ) 0. In theR(B) vsB plots shown in Figure 6a, no maximum
due to theJ-resonance was observed. Because of the small
magnitude of|J|, broadening caused by plausible factors such
as the nonzero-|AHFC| and the lifetime broadening easily
obscured appearance of a maximum. In longer time region (t
g 800 ns) theR(B) value steeply increased with increasingB
from 0 to 0.05 T, showed further gradual increase up toB ≈
0.2 T, and became almost constant under 0.2e B e 1.7 T
(Figure 6b). This field-sensitive component is assigned to
[ZP•+-B2-NI•-] in the |T(1〉 sublevels, which is generated
through the CS from3ZP*-B2-NI. The observed MFEs can
be explained by the HFCM in low fields and by the RM in
higher fields.

The spin effects observed for2R• were similar to those
observed for the previously studied three-spin CS state (referred
to as [PTZ•+-B3-PI•--R•], where PTZ is theN-substituted
phenothiazine and B3 is 4,4′-dimethylene-1,1′-biphenyl).18aThe
characteristic features are (i) that the initial decay of the CS
state generated from the singlet excited state of the donor
(1ZP* or 1PTZ*) was retarded by the presence of R• and (ii)
that the decay kinetics under a zero field was changed from
double exponential for the two-spin systems to single expo-

nential for the three-spin ones. These features result from the
fact that the|D〉 state generated by the CS process of the three-
spin system can be converted to the nonreactive state (that is,
|Q〉 state) more efficiently than the|S〉 state of the corresponding
two-spin CS state. The MFEs observed for2R• can be explained
by the RM for triplet-doublet pairs, as was the case of1R•.
As seen in Figure 6,B value at which the MFE reached
saturation was higher for2R• than for2 in either THF or PrCN.
This difference can be attributed to the difference in mecha-
nism: HFCM for2 and RM for2R•.

Finally, let us compare the spin and magnetic field effects
on the decay dynamics among [ZP•+-B1-NI•--R•], [ZP•+-
B2-NI•--R•], and [PTZ•+-B3-PI•--R•]. The latter two
systems showed quite similar effects, as described above. On
the other hand, the short-distance CS state [ZP•+-B1-NI•--
R•] exhibited some different features such as the lack of the
spin effect in benzene or dioxane. The plausible reason of this
difference is that the CR rate (kS

CR) of [ZP•+-B1-NI•--R•]
is too large to allow competitive occurrence of the conversion
to the |Q〉 states.

The |J| value for the corresponding two-spin analogue
increases in the following order: [ZP•+-B2-NI•-] (at most
several mT)e [PTZ•+-B3-PI•-] (3.75 mT in dioxane)18a <
[ZP•+-B1-NI•-] (450 mT in PenOAc and THF). It is notable
that the presence of R• can accelerate the interconversion
between the spin states with different multiplicities, irrespective
of the magnitude ofJ for the two-spin analogue. The energy
splitting between the|D〉 and |Q〉 states may be dominantly
governed by theJ value between NI•- (or PI•-) and R•. In these
systems, the|D〉 T |Q〉 spin conversion is mainly induced by
the electron spin dipole-dipole interaction between NI•- (or
PI•-) and R•. For these systems, the magnitude of|J| and|DZFS|
between NI•- (or PI•-) and R• are likely similar to each other,
which may cause the observed similarities of the spin effects.

4. Conclusion

Photoexcitation of1, 1R•, 2, and 2R• efficiently gave CS
states [ZP•+-B-NI•-(-R•)] through intramolecular ET from
1ZP* to NI with rate constants (kS

CS) of (4-8) × 109 s-1 in
various solvents. The energy level of the CS state was higher
than that of3ZP* in benzene and dioxane, while lower than
3ZP* in PenOAc, THF, PrCN, and MeCN. The CS states
decayed through the CR processes to give ZP-B-NI(-R•) or
3ZP*-B-NI(-R•). The presence of R• affected the decay
processes of the CS state in the following two ways: (i) The
energy gap between the|D〉 and|Q〉 states of [ZP•+-B1-NI•--
R•] is different from that between the|S〉 and |T〉 states of
[ZP•+-B1-NI•-]. (ii) The dipole-dipole interaction between
NI•- and R• induces the effective|D〉 T |Q〉 conversion, and
as a result4[ZP•+-B1-NI•--R•] decayed much faster than3-
[ZP•+-B1-NI•-].

For the long-distance CS state, [ZP•+-B2-NI•-], the kS
CR

value was much smaller than that of [ZP•+-B1-NI•-] due to
the larger separation distance. ThekS

CR value increased with
increasing solvent polarity from PenOAc to PrCN, indicating
that this CR process was in the inverted region of the Marcus
theory. The insertion of the PI unit diminished not only thekS

CR

value but also the|J| value. Therefore, the HFC-induced|S〉 T
|T〉 conversion of [ZP•+-B2-NI•-] took place in competition
with the CR process. The decay kinetics of this CS state was
also affected by R• by the same mechanism as the case of
[ZP•+-B1-NI•-]. Because the|D〉 T |Q〉 conversion was faster
than the|S〉 T |T〉 one, the effects of R• were observed on the
decay of [ZP•+-B2-NI•-] born in the |S〉 state especially in

ΦT (B) ) (kISC+ kR
ISC)/(kFL + knr + kR

nr +

kISC+ kR
ISC+ kS

CS) + ΦD
CS × ηT (B) (7)
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early time region (typically from several nano- to several tens
of nano-seconds). Such retardation of the initial decay of the
CS state can be utilized to enhance any secondary reaction
processes such as charge shift reactions.

5. Experimental Section

Materials. Benzene, THF, and MeCN were of spectroscopic
grade and used as solvents for laser flash photolysis and
fluorescence measurements without further purification. 1,4-
Dioxane (Cica-Merck, HPLC grade) was passed through
activated alumina just before use. PrCN was distilled and stored
over molecular sieves 4A. PenOAc of analytical grade was used
as received. For electrochemical studies and EPR measurements,
dehydrated MeCN and CH2Cl2 (Organics) were used as
received. Zn(tpp) and Zn(ttp) were prepared by metalation of
the corresponding free bases with Zn(OAc)2 in CHCl3-MeOH.21a

N,N′-Di-(n-hexyl)naphthalene-1,8:4,5-tetracarboxydiimide (C6-
NI) was obtained by the methods of Hamilton et al.67 Synthetic
procedures and1H NMR spectral data of1, 1R•, 2, 2R•, and
3R• are given in Supporting Information.

Fluorescence Spectra.The sample solutions (∼3 × 10-6 M)
were deaerated by bubbling with argon gas presaturated with
the corresponding solvents for 20 min before the measurements.
The excitation wavelength was set to the maximum (550-556
nm) of the 0,1 transition of the Q-band, which was slightly
dependent on the solvent but not on the identity of the
compounds. The fluorescence spectra were recorded on a
Shimadzu RF510 spectro-fluorometer equipped with a quantum
counter at 293 K. The relative fluorescence quantum yields
(ΦFL/Φ0

FL) were obtained from the integrated intensities in a
wavelength range of 565-750 nm.

Laser Flash Photolyses.Each of the sample solutions (3 cm3)
was placed in a long-necked quartz cell (10× 5 × 45 mm) and
bubbled with argon gas presaturated with the corresponding
solvents for 20 min before experiments. The sample concentra-
tion was (1-2) × 10-5 M. All the measurements were carried
out at 293 K. The second (532 nm) harmonic of a Quanta-Ray
GCR-103 Nd:YAG laser was used as excitation light. The
transient signals were accumulated 10 times at the repetition
rate of 0.6 Hz. The magnetic fields were generated by a Tokin
SEE-10W electromagnet.

EPR Spectra. The EPR spectra were recorded with 100-
kHz modulation on an X-band EPR spectrometer (JEOL,
JES-RE1X). The magnetic field and the microwave frequency
were determined with an NMR field meter (Echo Electronics,
EFM-2000AX) and a microwave counter (Echo Electronics,
EMC-14), respectively.

Reduction of3R• was carried out by shaking with 0.5% (w/
w) Na-Hg in MeCN under vacuum at a low concentration (ca.
3 × 10-4 M) in the presence of 4,7,13,16,21,24-hexaoxa-1,10-
diazabicyclo[8.8.8]hexacosane (0.04 M) to avoid ion-pairing
with Na+.68 The progress of reduction was monitored by EPR
spectral change at room temperature. When a sharp signal due
to the two-electron reduced species appeared, the solution was
separated from Na-Hg. The EPR spectrum of this solution,
which contained unreduced3R• (NI-R•), one-electron reduced
species (NI•--R•), and two-electron reduced one (NI•--RH),
was immediately recorded at 77 K. The microwave power of
0.6 mW was used. A more intense microwave was applied for
attempt to detect a signal due to the∆mS ) 2 transition, but no
signal could be observed. The solution was warmed to room
temperature and shaken again with Na-Hg until complete
conversion to NI•--RH was attained. The EPR spectrum of
NI•--RH was recorded at room temperature. The isotropic HFC
constants of C6NI•- and NI•--RH (Table 4) were determined
by simulation with the software WIN SimFonia.69

Oxidation of1R• and Zn(ttp) was carried out by addition of
a small aliquot of a stock solution of FeIII (ClO4)3 in MeCN to
the porphyrin solution in CH2Cl2 under air. In the case of1R•,
the amount of FeIII (ClO4)3 added was less than 1 equivalent to
avoid oxidation of the TEMPO moiety. The EPR spectra were
immediately measured at room temperature.

Quantum Chemical Calculations.Structure optimization of
1′ and2′ was carried out at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level with
the LanL2DZ70 and 3-21G basis sets for zinc and the other
elements, respectively. As for3′R• the optimization was carried
out at UHF/6-31G level. To determine the spin densities of the
radical anion ofN,N′-dimethylnaphthalene-1,8:4,5-tetracarboxy-
diimide, the hybrid DFT calculations were carried out at the
unrestricted B3LYP71 level with the 6-31+G* basis sets. The
calculated |a N| and |a H| values (0.096 and 0.187 mT,
respectively) agreed well with the experimental values (0.0965
and 0.189 mT) obtained for C6NI•- (Table 4). These calculations
were carried out with Gaussian 98 program72 on a Fujitsu
VPP700E supercomputer at RIKEN.
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Appendix

The three-spin CS state [D•+-B-A•--R•] has the four
quartet (|Q〉) and four doublet (|D′〉 and|D〉) spin sublevels. In
high field case, these sublevels are expressed in terms of the
spin state of each radical,|Ri 〉 and |âi 〉 (i ) D, A, and R), as
follows61e,73
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|Q+3/2〉 ) |RD〉 |RA〉 |RR〉

|Q+1/2〉 ) 3-1/2 (|RD〉 |RA〉 |âR〉 + |RD〉 |âA〉 |RR〉 +
|âD〉 |RA〉 |RR〉)

|Q-1/2〉 ) 3-1/2 (|âD〉 |âA〉 |RR〉 + |âD〉 |RA〉 |âR〉 +
|RD〉 |âA〉 |âR〉)
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